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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
JPMorgan Chase & Co. is a financial holding company. The Company is            
engaged in investment banking, financial services. It operates in four          
segments, as well as a Corporate segment. Its segments are Consumer           
& Community Banking, Corporate & Investment Bank, Commercial        
Banking and Asset Management. The Consumer & Community Banking         
segment offers services to consumers and businesses through bank branches, automatic teller            
machines (ATMs), online, mobile and telephone banking. The Corporate & Investment Bank            
segment, comprising Banking and Markets & Investor Services, offers investment banking,           
market-making, prime brokerage, and treasury and securities products and services to           
corporations, investors, financial institutions, and government and municipal entities. The          
Commercial Banking segment provides financial solutions, including lending, treasury services,          
investment banking and asset management. The Asset Management segment comprises          
investment and wealth management. 

COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS 
InSight is expecting the 2021 earnings to be +$10.30 and another $11 in 2022. JPM continues to                 
suffer from the low rate environment and weak consumer spending. Card activity is down, spending               
in the household is down, and these are having a negative impact on revenue. InSight expects that spending and activity                    
to rebound in the second half of the year, and that spending is largely pent up demand. Spending and activity will return.                      
The silver lining here is equity underwriting business, low interest rates and above average market pricing is causing                  
companies to go public at a record pace, and seek debt at historically low rates. Equity underwriting is up 88%, debt up                      
23% and asset management is up 16%. 
● InSight expects the 2020 decline in income is transitive, specific COVID headwinds have uniquely impared the                

banks more economically sensitive businesses. 
● Net interest income was 46% of total net revenue, this is a negative 6% in Q4 2020, as the interest rate spread                      

declined 39 bps to 1.74% year-over-year.  
● JPM expanded revenue in the 4th quarter, 3% but is not seeing a 3% in the early part of 2021 that is likely to                        

persist.  
● JPM remains our pick in the financials/bank space, their balance between the commercial banking and investment                

banking make them the most appealing and well capitalized player in the space.  
● Investment in crypto handling and even ownership of crypto assets give investors exposure to the space. 
● The dividend is in line with the rest of the industry and has grown at an above industry pace 
● Dividend growth rate is 20.84% and we think is is currently “very stable” and likely to continue growing.  
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SECTOR OVERVIEW 
JP Morgan is part of the Financials group and specifically the Banking subsector. JPM is the second largest player in the                     
financial sector and the largest american bank. Because JPM is 12% of the sector, there is limited additional exposure by                    
its ownership in a portfolio. It is highly correlated with the remainder of the space and its exposure to both GDP and                      
interest rates is high. Banking is a stalwart bet on GDP and generally resilient to inflation. The space as a whole can                      
reliably grow at the same rate as GDP or better and is a core long term holding for most income centric investors. 
 

IMPACT INSIGHT (ESG)  

B- Rating (Low Profile and Fledgling Advocate, Socially Concerning, Champion) 
Environmentally - JP Morgan is a low profile environmental risk itself and the majority of the criticism comes in the                    
lending practices. JPM outlines and declares the lending practices is had in the extractive sectors but has made little effort                    
to contract that lending or exposure to capital markets, InSight doesn't believes that it the duty of JPM and might represent                     
a fiduciary conflict at the bank. Additionally, JPM has made fundraising public capital and lending available to several                  
initiatives that promote a climate conscious agenda. JPM has a below average rating in efforts to mitigate and nullify its                    
own footprint but it is generally a low environmental risk. 

Socially - Workforce demographics is the largest criticism of JPM while the company as a whole is 50/50 men and                    
women, the executive team is 75/25 and the Board is 80% male. Additionally, while the workforce is 51% ethnic and 49%                     
white, the board and executive level is still 81% white. JPM has developed a Diversity and Inclusion programs, but is still                     
very wanting of minority inclusion at the executive level and above. JP Morgan is not alone in this space, banking and                     
finance is a laggard sector for diversity in the senior management posts as a whole.  

Governance - as a fiduacy for many of the countries public companies JP morgan touts and exemplifies hallmark                  
financial practices. They are generally rigorous analysts that promote GAAP standards in their companies. The greatest                
source of risk in JPM is funds and advisors that work inside of JPM platform, several of these companies have been                     
flagged since the financial crisis and even as recently as being involved in PPP fraud. They are cooperating in the federal                     
fraud investigation and have fired employees that were deemed in violation. 
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